
IS A MODERN MUSEUM OF CLASSICAL ART 
THE MUSEUM OF RUSSIAN IMPRESSIONISM 

The museum’s cylindrical building, which looks like a spaceship, once 
served as a flour and sugar warehouse for the Bolshevik Candy Factory. 

Today it houses a collection from the Russian artisans Valentin Serov, 
Konstantin Korovin, Boris Kustodiev, Petr Konchalovsky, and many 
others. 

Its sophisticated contemporary architecture includes over a thousand 
square meters of display space, a multi-media hall, an educational 
interactive center, a teaching studio, a cafe, and a book and souvenir 
shop.



Partner of Exhibition

Nikolay Mescherin was a faithful follower of French impressionism and 
one of the first Russian impressionist painters. 

Similar to Claude Monet, he painted the same landscapes at different 
time of a day to capture the finest changes in color and light. But the 
Russian master depicted exclusively Russian nature. In his paintings, one 
can see rye fields and firs covered with snow, groves at sunrise and 
sunset, twilight edges of forests, daily graft of an old Russian manor 
house and nearby villages. 

Having retired from busy urban life, Mescherin lived and exercised his 
talent in his estate of Dugino near Moscow, where he also received 
famous painters: Isaaс Levitan, Igor Grabar, Apollinary Vasnetsov and 
others. The landscapes he painted in Dugino can be seen at the exhibition. 
The exposition includes over 100 paintings from 15 museums and 5 major 
private collections.

EXHIBITION
“NIKOLAY MESCHERIN. AWAY FROM VANITY”

February 13 — May 19

 



Hours of operation: 

11:00 – 20:00
12:00 – 21:00

Monday - Sunday 
Wednesday and Thursday 

DIRECTIONS

       ON FOOT
From the Beloruskaya Koltsevaya metro station (10 - 15 
minutes): Upon exiting the metro, turn right twice and 
enter the Belorusky passenger depot building (fourth 
entrance, underpass to Leningradsky Prospekt and the 
electric train ticket windows). Travel along the underpass 
and then walk along Leningradsky Prospekt away from 
the city center. Approaching Number 15, Building 1 on 
Leningradsky Prospekt, turn left toward the Bolshevik 
Business Center; walk past the Vensky Tsekh {Viennese 
Shop} and continue a little further along Building18. To 
the right you will see the metallic cylindrical building of 
the Museum of Russian Impressionism. 
 

          BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
From the Mayakovskaya metro station (over 20 minutes): 
Exit the metro on 1st Tverskaya-Yamskay St. and go to the 
ground transportation station “Metro Mayakovskaya.” 
Proceed on bus M1, 101, or 904 to the ground 
transportation station Pravdy Street. Upon exiting the bus, 
descend to the underpass across Leningradsky Prospekt. 
Proceed to Number 15, Building 1 on Leningradsky 
Prospekt; turn left toward the Bolshevik Business Center; 
walk past the Vensky Tsekh {Viennese Shop} and continue 
a little further along Suite 18. To the right you will see the 
metallic four-story building of the Museum of Russian 
Impressionism. 

          BY VEHICLE
We recommend to motorists that you enter the building 
address opposite the entrance to the Bolshevik Business 
Center into your navigator: Skakovaya St., Bldg. 24. There 
is municipal parking along Skakovaya Street. On 
Saturdays and Sundays there is free parking at the 
address Leningradsky Prospekt, Number 15, Building 2 
with an admission ticket to the Museum of Russian 
Impressionism. The entrance is from 24 Skakovaya Street.

Contacts:

E-mail: hello@rusimp.org  
Telephone: +7 495 145 75 55

Address

Moscow, Leningradsky Prospekt,
Number 15, Building 11 

The ticket office closes thirty minutes before 
museum closing.The museum operates through the 
holidays.
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Individual tours  
To register for an individual museum tour, please 
email a request to tour@rusimp.org. When applying, 
be sure to specify the desired date, time and number 
of guests (up to 15 persons), as well as the theme of 
the tour: the permanent exposition or the temporary 
exhibition. 
The cost of an individual tour is 5,000 rubles + 
entrance ticket (children up to 18 years – free 
admission). 

The tour is available in Russian and English.

Please note! 
Requests for individual tours are processed from 
Monday through Friday from 09:00 until 18:00. Before 
payment, please, email to tour@rusimp.su to confirm 
the date and time. If guests are more than 15 minutes 
late, the tour can be cancelled. 

Ticket prices:

General admission: 400 rubles
Students: 200 rubles
Senior citizens: 100 rubles
Children under 18 years: free

* Subsidized tickets are available for sale at the 
museum ticket office upon presentation of 
documents confirming special status. 

Accessibility

A sign language guide and audio descriptive 
commentary are available with the mobile application 
Rusimp.

The museum is handicap-accessible: the building 
entrance is equipped with a help button, and the 
museum has two elevators and a first-floor toilet.

Guide dogs are permitted at the museum.

The museum’s expositions have been 
supplemented with tactile exhibits.

Nook Coffee&Art Cafe
Enjoy a cup of aromatic coffee and fresh baked goods 
at the museum’s cafe on the third floor. 

Serovin and Korov Store
We are pleased to offer not only souvenirs, but also 
books on art and architecture.  The store is open in 
collaboration with the Artemy Lebedev Studio.


